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We intend to build a fault-tolerant quantum computer
100K - 1M superconducting qubits on a planar array
10-3 error rates and roughly 150 μs state distillation
What interesting, classically intractable problems can we solve with that?
Systems of interacting electrons are near ideal application for such a device
They’re classically hard to simulate at small sizes but extremely important
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What to do with a small fault-tolerant device?
N2 + 3 H2 → 2 NH3
500°C, 20 MPa
2% of world energy

128 qubit solid-state materials
Phys. Rev. X 8, 041015 (2018)- 108 T gates
requires 800k qubits and 3 hours
arXiv:1902.10673 - 107 T gates
requires 300k qubits and 15 minutes

108 qubit active space of FeMoco molecule
PNAS, 114: 7555-7560 (2017) - 1014 T gates
state distillation takes ~ a gigaqubitmonth
156 qubit active space of FeMoco molecule
arXiv:1902.02134 - 1011 T gates
state distillation takes ~ a megaqubitmonth

Hamiltonian representation is tied to cost
Physical Review X 8 (1), 011044 (2018)

Using molecular orbitals leads to Hamiltonian with O(N4) terms

By carefully changing the basis, we obtain Hamiltonian with O(N2) terms

Plane waves are the natural basis for periodic systems
Molecules need ~100x more plane waves than Gaussians
Physical Review Letters 120 (11), 110501 (2018) shows N depth Trotter step on linear chip
Can also perform rotations of single-particle basis in N/2 depth on linear array

Eigenstate prep with qubitized quantum walks
Approach is to prepare good initial state and sample in eigenbasis of Hamiltonian
Can phase estimate time-evolution

or a quantum walk

Simulation based on Hamiltonian as linear combinations of unitaries (1202.5822)
High level framework in terms of queries to two “qubitization” oracles (1610.06546)

Perform phase estimation directly on qubitized quantum walk by repeating O(λ/𝝐) times
But how do we realize SELECT and PREPARE?

Brute force: O(N3 log N)
PRX 8, 041015: 12N + 8 log N + O(1)
Brute force: O(N2 log (N/𝝐))
Translational invariance: O(N log (N/𝝐))
PRX 8, 041015: 6N + O(log(N/𝝐))
“QROM” for read-only data lookup
T complexity for QROM to load L entry database is 4L

Coherent alias sampling: swap |ℓ〉with |altℓ〉with probability = keepℓ

Compiling to surface code fault-tolerant gates
T gates require state distillation, very slow!
Braided T factory in our context is ~150,000 qubits
There have been recent improvements
Lattice surgery CCZ 3X fewer qubits, 4X faster
About one week to distill 109 CCZ states in serial
150μs
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Resource estimates - Phys. Rev. X 8, 041015
Compiled all bottlenecks to surface code gates by hand and with automated system
λ is fairly
insensitive
to instance
Confirmed
bottleneck is
state distillation

Estimated resources for crystalline solids (e.g. diamond, graphite, LiH metal, silicon, jellium)
Estimated resources for Hubbard
with 𝝐 = t / 100, u = 4 t, λ = 4 N t
Can error-correct real applications
with < 1M superconducting qubits!

Exploiting low rankness of Coulomb operator
arXiv:1808.02625

Well known in chemistry that W is low rank so that L = O(N)

g matrix is of rank O(log N) when N grows towards thermodynamic limit

This is sum of L diagonal Hamiltonians,
each in different single-particle basis
Simulating diagonal Hamiltonian and Rℓ as before gives O(L N) = O(N2) depth circuit

Low rank fault-tolerant simulation of FeMoco
arXiv:1902.02134 (improved v2 coming soon)

The low rank factorization makes
PREPARE oracle much more efficient

Determination of L for 152 qubit
active space of FeMoco molecule

O(N3/2 λ) gates in arbitrary basis
or O(N λ) gates in plane wave basis
Made possible by arXiv:1812.00954
arXiv:1809.10307 - 108 qubit Reiher
active space for FeMoco is wrong
We use accurate 152 qubit active space
Reduce cost to 3.8 x 1011 T gates (more than 1000x speedup over 108 qubit Reiher)
Still need roughly a megaqubitmonth of state distillation :-(

Sublinear scaling with first-quantization
arXiv:1807.09802

η registers store “which plane wave” in log N bits

Hamiltonian is sparse, but not local

wavefunction is explicitly antisymmetric

||T||1 = O(η1/3 N2/3)

||V||1 = O(η5/3 N1/3)

Using methods from (1805.00675), simulate in frame of T, obtain complexity O(η8/3 N1/3)
Consider η=50, N=106 then η8/3 N1/3 ~ 3 million gates and η log N ~ one thousand qubits
Open question: can we exponentially suppress basis error? i.e. achieve O(polylog(N))

Some other cool chemistry stuff going on
Is there something in between a plane wave basis (H is sparse but not compact)
and molecular orbital basis (H is compact but not sparse)?
arXiv:1902.10673 - Trotter methods perform very well when targeting relative
precision (e.g. energy per unit cell); gets down to 300k physical qubits
arXiv:1902.10679 - perturbation theory for improving active space accuracy
arXiv:1812.08190 - mapping between fermion lattice in d dimensions and qubit
lattice in d dimensions that is also a [2, 1, 3] error-correcting code
arXiv:1903.05786 - extra circuit repetitions to obtain expectation values of NISQ
computation projected into [n, k, d] code or known symmetry manifold
Can we error-correct any interesting chem instances with < 100K physical qubits?
Can we error-correct molecules like FeMoco with < 10M physical qubits?
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